
 

Super Deep Throat V1211b

thats right, super deepthroat v1211b. its a simple game that is pretty much the same as the original. you control the game by simply clicking to shoot. but, it is a bit more involved than that. in the original you could just play for 10 minutes and a fish would be in your hand. now,
you have to time your shots, play the game through multiple times, and look for the moments where a fish is feeding. it requires patience, but its absolutely worth it. when your ready, youll have some great action on your hands. on the other hand, there were actually a bunch of

indie flash porn games out at the time. games like the dark avenger, big bang blast, and of course the ever so famous "donkey punch" game. they were all pretty shitty for the most part. but these games, in retrospect, had one thing in common that made them shine. they all
looked fucking awesome. they were made by actual game development studios, and they looked as if they were the product of an actual development studio. id play the shit out of these games, because no one was producing games with the artistic polish of the donkey punch
team at the time. these flash games were the only form of porn we could get at the time that were as good as they were going to get. it was kinda shitty in a way but these were the only real games that looked like it. so when super deepthroat came out, i actually took a look at

it. i played it for like two minutes before i realized that i was in for a treat. not only did the game look pretty fucking amazing. its mechanics were fucking insane. the game really felt like it gave you a pretty damn close idea of what it felt like to actually have sex. it was like a
bunch of segments of sex and none of it was stupid. the game play was excellent. the characters were funny and they acted like they were actually having sex, which again, is not something we were used to seeing in flash porn. and most importantly, the game actually made us
feel like we were making out with the different girls on screen. it was a fucking breathtaking experience for those of us who had never played a "game" like this before. i mean, this was so far beyond the reach of flash games back then that its mind blowing that a bunch of indie

devs were actually making flash games that were this good. super deepthroat taught me that good porn games were possible.
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Super Deep Throat V1211b

Its time to stop being so anal about this. While
deepthroating is an intimate act and theres

nothing wrong with training yourself to go down
on your man, please stop mistaking it for an
exhibition of yourself. For one, its not sexy.

Also, guys might think youre crazy when you
pull a dick out your mouth after you have taken

it in your mouth for a few seconds. Another
effective way to train yourself to deepthroat is

to inhale and exhale while you are gently
sucking on the tip of his cock. Over time, you

will become more comfortable and youll be able
to deepthroat the entire length of his dick all in
one go. If you still dont feel comfy, there is the
freedom of alternatives. Well, not exactly. But

being able to suck his dick without gagging is a
huge turn on and if youre really confident, youll
be able to stick it in her mouth and deepthroat
him without even using your hands. You could
either get in her mouth and insert your fingers
instead, or, if you have a little fetish for that,

you can simply have her suck it and give you a
doggy style blow job. Although this may be your
first time deepthroating, that doesnt mean you

have to be the least bit shy. Take your time.
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You can take your time or you can rush into it.
The choice is yours. This is also something you
can try with a regular cock instead of a big one,
and that one can be attached with your mouth.
On the other hand, this may seem a little tricky

if you dont have a cock of your own.
Fortunately, with the right strategy, youll soon

be able to achieve this and build up your
confidence. You should also keep a visual in
mind while deepthroating. This can keep you
from getting frustrated, since youll be able to
control the pace of the experience and youll

also keep you engaged. You will simply love the
feeling. And youll wonder why you didnt try it
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